Making consumer feedback fun
Companies conduct surveys

Votechimp players answer engaging polls

Fun questions

Did you know every 10th hamster is a homosexual?

- Sure, it's general knowledge: 12%
- I did not know that. I hope that 10th hamster is treated well by the other hamsters: 87%

Ethics

You get married, and within a year your spouse gains a bunch of weight

- He/She broke the contract!: 28%
- That's okay. Takes the pressure off me: 19%
- Doesn't matter if I'm in love: 51%

Childhood

When was your first kiss?

- Before I turned 13: 53%
- Between 13 and 15: 13%
- After I turned 16: 33%
We integrate behavioral, attitudinal and mobile data.
Votechimp empowers the researcher in you

Our general surveys are public.

Journalists and individuals can research, segment and embed them with 2 clicks.
Curious to learn more about us?

Say Hi to me!

Find me at table #3

ulf@votecchimp.com

Danke!